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The Rural Health Partnership was established
in March 2002, to “enhance the abilities,
improve and sustain the quality of life of
women and men living in the South Armagh
Area who are experiencing mental health
problems”.
Working in the greater South Armagh area as
well as other parts of the Southern Trust,
they promote the health and recovery of
people experiencing mental health and well
being issues.
South Armagh is predominantly a rural area,
and as such people can feel more isolated
than their counterparts living in urban
environments.

We are going to provide the RHP 
with a new brand identity, steming 
from a new logo and colour scheme

We are going to produce 
deliverable goods, in terms of 
design work featuring the new 
visual identity

We are also going to develop a 
website that they can use to 
promote their events and services

Client 

Aims 

Introduction

The partnership strengthens and
supports local rural communities and
provides them with training, education
and the ability to develop personally
in ways they would not be a�orded
otherwise. They deliver programmes
and courses alongside other providers
to promote self care, mental health and
physical activity with a strong emphasis
on those who are isolated and su�er
from mental health problems related to
living in a rural area lifestyle. 



We began by looking at similar organisations websites and ranking how e�ectivley that met certain standards, such as load time, responsivity,
online support, use of an FAQ section etc, as well as providing a written description of what we felt were the websites strenght and weaknesses 

We then gave them a percentage based on how many of the standards they successfully met, from this we discussed various design elements
we felt were e�ective and that we such include in the website

Bench Marking





We initally began by having a quick meeting with the community partner on Microsoft Teams 

From this meeting we gained a list of the partners desired outcomes which we added to the brief under “deliverables”

Brief











After the brief was approved Chris produced it in inDesign, adding a more modern asthetic to the document 
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I began by experimenting with fonts. I felt either a Sans font (with softer edges) or a script/handwritten font would be best suited
for the Rural Health Partnership as it makes it feel more personal

The two fonts I felt were most appropriate were Open Sans and Inkfree, these are the two fonts I would use most in drafting logos

Fonts
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Logo Drafts

The �rst concept uses leaves from an apple tree, as the Rural Health Partnership is based in Armagh, which is the orchard county.

I then experimented with the text placement, having it wrap over the top, having it not on a path and having it placed in the midde of 
the leaves

The leaves have a transparency allowing the overlaps to be visibe, adding a monochromatic e�ect to the green and orange sides 



RHP
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I then abbreiviated the Rural Health Partnership text
to RHP

I also added the Inkfree font as I felt it added to the 
overall hand drawn e�ect of the logo design

Moving forward I decided to remove the opocatity 
e�ect, as while it looks good on screen, when it 
is used in print or on  a smaller scale it may become 
obscured 
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I made the leaves a solid colour, removing the opacity, I also decided 
to only use two leaves to simplify the design

I also added a white vein to the design to add more visual interest and 
it contasts against the bold colours of the leaves

I then added the Inkfree logo to complete the illustartive asthetic of
the re�ned logo design



For the next design I decided to go for a more modern style of design

Having a geometric design comprise the RHP, with a lowercase r in the bottom left, making up a 
portion of a capital H and a P joining on to it



I then experiemtned with  a wide variety of collour pallets, using warm colours, cool 
colours and pastels

For the design I felt the most approrpriate colour pallet was the green monochromatic 
design, as the simplicity lends itslef to contrast with the complex design
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Logo Drafts

Similar to the leaf design I wanted to use some 
iconography that represented the Rural Health
Partnership

For these design I used cows to accent the Rural 
aspect of the company, as well as representing 
the farmers that make up a large portion of their 
demographic 

I used the Open san font above and below, and 
then abbreviated it to RHP with the letters 
forming the cows spots. I didnt feel that this 
would work moving forward as the letters would
be too small to be legible
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I then opted for a more illustative design and began to 
experiemnt with text

Having the RHP form spots on the cows faces didnt work 
out so I decided to have the text wrap around the top,
again using Open Sans (Bold) and Inkfree

I prefer the look of Inkfree as it matches the line width of 
the cow design 
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Next I wanted to highlightment the mental health aspects of the partnership, using the 
iconography of a persons head

I encorporated the heart into the brain to show the positive e�ects of good mental health,
and representing the help the the partnership can provide

I ultimatley decided against going in this direction, as the Rural aspect is the most unique 
aspect of the partnership, and should be represnted in the logo 
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I wanted to go back to the Rural apsects using illustative trees, I felt these 
represnted the area of the partnership well

I changed the number of trees, and went with two di�erent design but utilised the 
same colours for both to stop it becoming too complex

I then used a number of more illustive fonts, such as Cocogoose, Inkfree and Black
Pink Cursive
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Logo Development

After consulting with my team and Adrian I decided to further purse the leaf logo as we felt it best represnted the Partnership

I Went back and selected various fonts to see what best suited the design
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I decided to use Inkfree as the handwritten asthetic matches well with the illustrative logo design

I added the text on a curve above and below the logo, this helps to frame the design and adds to the oveall �ow of the 
design, making it appear as more of a badge



As a team we searched for mockup �les/psd that we could use for the pitch, we all used the same mockups to ensure consistency 
between our individual sections  

Designs for Pitch



#careforcommunities
Assisting those in rural areas
Mental Health Support
Personal Development

Contact Us:
028 3086 1220
@RuralHealthPartnership
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I began the design work by starting with the bus shelter

I added breif text to summarise what the Rural Health 
Partnership do

I also added their phone number and link to social 
media accounts



I replaced the block colours with royalty free images
but kept a transpant colour layer on top, to keep the 
branding consistent

The images depict rural Armagh as well as Armagh Cathedral
to highlight the area the partnership works in

I also made the social media icons black as it simplies 
the design



I then began wotk on the pop up banners that would be 
used as advertisment and to get peoples attention at events

I listed the 5 key pillars of the partnership on the banner,
I used a line art variation of the logo, and incorporated a 
previous design as I well it represents the mental health
aspects of the company well

I used a handwritten font to match the illustative nature 
of this design

I also included the partnerships social media links and phone 
number at bottom of the design



While the �rst design is more illustartive, this variation 
uses more geometric shapes to build up a pattern using
a monchromatic green colour pallet

The bolder font lso �ts in better with the bold colours 
and �atter design

The two banners are designed to be simplistic, while still
giving enough information to allow people to see what the 
partnership represents, ad will be used to draw people in 
so they can get further information 
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After getting further feedback from my team and Adrian
I decided change the colour of the logo

Blue and purple was chosen, as the cool colours have 
been proven to be relaxing to look at 

Blue has links to mental health which would make it 
very suitable to use on a logo

Purple is also commonly linked to ideologies 
surrounding the mind and the sub-consious 
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I also decided to create logo variations to 
be used against a darker background

I experimented with di�erent uses of line
colours, using the logo colours as an 
outline and using a white border with 
colour on the inside lines

The bold colour variation is too similar
to standard logo so I feel I should
use a design that is visually distinct 
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I decided to simply to the logo variation, using only black and white, this will make this secondary design visuall distinct and allows it 
to be legible against any background colour  



#careforcommunities
Assisting those in rural areas
Mental Health Support
Personal Development

Contact Us:
028 3086 1220
@RuralHealthPartnership
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With the new colour pallet  I went back 
and redesigned the bush shelter 

I �rst began by changing the colours 

While I feel that the new colour pallet
creates a striking design, it needs further 
development



I then added the images to the colour
blocks at the top and bottom of the 
design

I feel that their is too much white space
in this design so I will rearrange it 
to better �r the frame 

#careforcommunities
Assisting those in rural areas
Mental Health Support
Personal Development

Contact Us:
028 3086 1220
@RuralHealthPartnership
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#careforcommunities
Assisting those in rural areas
Mental Health Support
Personal Development

Providing support for those in Armagh

Aiding farming families and 
settled travellers

Helping those who are 
isolated

 

Contact Us:
028 3086 1220
@RuralHealthPartnership
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I moved the logo and links to the top of 
the design

This creats a hierarchy of information,
with the most important aspects of the 
design being placed at the top 



Assisting those in rural areas
Mental Health Support
Personal Development

Providing support for those in Armagh

Aiding farming families and 
settled travellers

Helping those who are 
isolated

 

Contact Us:
028 3086 1220
@RuralHealthPartnership
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#careforcommunitiesI then added the image of the cathedral
to the bottom of the design, using a blue
semi opauge triangle get get a �ltered 
e�ect

I changed the “#careforcommunities” 
tagline to Inkfree and made it larger 
to make it stand out, it is placed below
the logo and contact info to further
show the hierarchy of information 



I used a psd mockup to showcase what 
the �nal design would look like when 
in use 
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I then began work on the pop up banners 
again , I still want them to highlight the 
�ve key components of the partnership

In this �rst draft I simply listed them and 
kept the design very plain with lots of 
white space

I didnt feel this was eye ctaching enough
so I went back to the design for the 
old colour scheme 
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Mental Health 

Physical Health 

Self Care 

Support for Families

Training and Courses

Partnership
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I experimented with di�erent 
colour schemes but decided to 
use the pastel purple background
with white text as it is easily 
legible and helps add consitency
but using the company colours 
as a background

The text uses Inkfree as the cursive
typeface blends in well with the 
illustartion of the head

A bold purple was used as a footer
as it contrasts with the softer 
background colour, and allows the 
white text and logos to stand out
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As the �rst design uses mainly 
purple I wanted to utilise a blue 
colour pallet for this design as the 
two banners together will resemble 
the logo

The monochromatic bue colour 
pallet allows the white text to be
highly legible even when read from 
far away

For the footer I used a dark blue
to help create contrast, this also 
helps the white text to stand out

This banner has lots of white space,
this is to allow room for the designs
and text, the minimalist nature of
the banner complements the 
geometric pattern and makes it 
look very modern and professional



I used a psd mockup to showcase 
what the design would look like
when printed out, the stands would
be placed to catch peoples attention,
and invite them to come over

I feel the designs acheive this e�ect by
having two unique asthetics, and 
showcasing only relevant information



The next mockups how what the logo,
and the white variation would look
like on clothing

On basecamp when discussed what 
colours we should use, as well as this
I explained how to remove the stripes 
from the shirt mockup to make it 
plain



I then created a mockup for a website,
this website is modelled after the 
“Modern” template from WordPress

We based our mockups on WordPress
templates as this was the most likey
platform that we would use, therefore
this woud provide a realistic idea
of what the �nal product would look 
like



As requested by the client we created
a mockup of a stressball with the logos 
on them

The streeball was selected as it has links 
to mental health

By showcasing this example we are 
displaying that a logo can be applicable
for a variety of promotional items  



We then used Base Camp to upload 
our PNG mockup images to use in
the pitch

We sat down with Adrian, and were 
informed to make sure the design is 
consitent throughout each members
pitch, and to keep the design minimal 
as to not distract from the design work  



Pitch

We each started with a large image of 
ourselves to help the members of RHP
to di�erentiate the designs between 
the  group

Next was a large image of the logo, as 
this is the focal point of the brand 
identity as it includes both company
colour and fonts 



Next is the Visual Identity page, 
showing  the logo along with the 
colours used and their respective 
HEX codes. Also included are fonts that 
will be used in the logo, and design 
work moving forward

Next is the mockup that includes the 
company website shown on both a 
laptop and mobile, as the partnership
stated that they wanted a reponsive 
website design



Next we showcased what the logo
would look like on apparel

We all useed the same mockups 
and coloured clothing. As having 
di�erent colours would be 
distracting make it more di�cult
for the partnership to compare and
contrast the designs



Next was the logo on the stressball,
as per their request

We then ended showing the main 
logo, beside its variations 

We included the logo variations
as it is common practice to have
di�erent versions of your logo
to be used in di�erent situations



We ended the pitch with a dicussion of what further items or designs the partnership wanted, they included thigs such as facemasks, pens
(with website url),Christmas oriments, bumper stickers, templates and a large pvc banner to be used at events

Then then discussed what individual designs they liked and began to dicuss what they wanted to use as the �nal logo and visual identity,
as well as other elements of branding, such as using images of Slieve Gullion

They decided that they wanted to use my design for the bus shelter, and for the �nal logo they wanted a combination of Chris and Tiernans 
logo with the fonts that I selected  



We then re�ned the design deck down into a set out 
deliverable outcomes

Between the group we divided the deliverables out evenly,
unsuring we all played to our strengths

I was in charge of producing the brand guidelines,
a document that will detail the new visual identity 
and provide information on how to apply this identity moving
forward

I was also given design work on promotional materials 





Deliverables

The team didnt feel like Chris and 
Tiernans design blended well so we 
opted to use the original tree with 
the colour scheme that Chris selected

They also didnt like the Inkfree font so 
decided to use Cocogoose instead

We sent the logo o� for approval and 
began to work on producing �nal 
mockups



I produced a mockup design for an 
ID card as the partnership stated they 
would �nd them useful

One uses a white background with
the main logo, and the other uses a 
purple background (colour selected 
from the logo) and the white outline 
variation. This helps di�erentiate the 
deigns and provides them with more 
options, such as one design for sta� 
and one for members

Both design featuring the 
#careforcommunities tagline to 
help de�ne it as a part of the brands
identity



We then recied a message from Majell requesting we use a logo they found online instead of the design we sent her 

We immediaty informed Claire, as this would �rstly be illegal to use somebodies copyrighted design, and would result in us having none of 
our own work used by the partnership

This is the design in question, which is in a similar vein to our own as it is illustative and features a tree



 
Claire had a conversation with Majela, and they comproised on including the Inkfree font as they felt the handwritten look makes 
the logo appear more personal

They also wanted to change the pink in the logo to green, further accenting the “Rural” aspect of the company
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This is the �nal logo that we will 
use

The Inkfree font adds a personal touch, 
and there are �ve colours to represent 
the �ve key elements of the 
Rural Health Partnership

Mental Health
Physical Health
Self Care
Support for Families
Training and Course/IT Skills



I then began to work on a template 
that partnership can use for newsletters
or other documents

This variation uses the full coloured 
logo with black border, and uses the 
company colours as headings and in 
the “RHP” text in the footer, this is to 
make it more eye catching, and should 
be used for newsletters, not o�cal 
documentation

The footer also feature the partnerships
phone number and address



This black and white version was made
as black ink is most common meaning
documents can be easily printed

It features the black and white logo,
with this simplistic colour pallette this
template is useful for o�cal 
documentaion as the headings and logo
arnt as distacting as the colour verion

I exported these design as .ai, pdf and 
word documents so they can be easily 
edited



I went back to the lanyard and ID badge 
design to change the logo to the 
updated variation

The rest of the design remains the same,
it is fairly minal as to not make it 
di�cult to read the wearers name 



As the partnership requested I began to 
develop a pvc banner that they can use
at events

I implented design elements from the 
logo (the rolling hills) to create a 
landscape and added the tree

The information on the banner is 
minimal including the partnerships 
name, tagline, phone number and 
address. This was done as the design is 
eyecatching as to invite people over to 
talk to the sta�, but still provides enough
information so that they can get in 
contact 



After uploading the designs to base camp I recieved feedback from my team, requesting that the lines on the 
design be made thinner, and to include a variation using the white lined logo



I �rst began by reducing the line thickness on the design, as we were in class I was able to recieve quick 
feedback on each rembers opinion on the redesign, we all agreed this would be the most appropriate to 
use moving forward



I then created a variation using white, this could become useful if the partnership has multiple banners at one 
event as it allows them to dispay the same information while having visually unique banners



As Tiernan was absent I began to work on the 
polo shirt designs

The partnership requested additional designs using
all the colours of the logo

I created two white t shirths using both the coloured 
logo and the black variation

The polo shirts are very simplistic in nature,
as they utilise the logo to show who te members 
of sta� are, alllowing them to be easily identi�ed
at events 



As the partnership had stated they wanted to use 
my bus shelter design at the pitch, I added in the new 
logo and changed the image in the bottom right to 
Slieve Gullion as was requested in the pitch meeting 

The rest of the information remained the same as
it quickly summarised what the partnerships goals are,
and will allow individuals to quickly indentify if their are
any services they would like

The contact information is placed at the top making it 
easily identi�able 

 



For the pen the design work had to be kept fairly simple,
as it is so small the logo cant be used as it would be 
illegable at this scale. Instead, to keep the brand 
indentity  prominant II used the rolling hills design as 
the basis for the pen, this made it bright and visually
unique, allowing it to be assosiated with the RHP just
as the logo would

The name of the partnership was written in bold so it 
would contrast with the blue background, and the url 
was added to the pen grip in a sans font so it would catch
the users eye 

 



The stress ball was again used due to its 
realtionship with mental health, and 
serves as a unique piece of promotional 
materia

The logos circular design compliements 
the stressball, and the ball was made 
white so the mai logo (full colour with 
black line) could be used



As the Rural Health Partnership requested I designed some Christmas Baubles as it is currently winter and 
these would make for interesting promotional items 

I used to colour picker tool to select the blue, pink and purple tones from the logo, these colours were chosen 
as they pair well together and can stand out if placed on their own 

The white logo variation was used as the colours became too complex when all placed on this object, so having a 
more minialist look made the bauble more useful for decorting. The white logo was used instead of the black lines
as it creates a softer look, again making it better suited for use as a decoration



Due to the current pandemic face masks would be very useful for sta�, and would serve as promotional material
that could be used by many individuals

I mocked up masks using a variety of the compamy colours, and featured di�erent logo variations 

This shows that the masks can use bold colours with the bright logo and be very eye catching, or be black and white
with the simple line art variation and be more understated 

This serves to show the Rural Health Partership how many du�erent astheics they can acheive using the materials 
we provide them with



We then encountered an error regarding the tagline, some of us had been using #careforcommunities, as stated in 
the brief and others had changed to #caringforcommunities as was stated in the revised messaged Majella sent

We agreed to change everything to #caringforcommunities as it was the most recent version that we had heard 
from the Rural Health Partnership 



I then changed the tagline in the pvc 
banner and white variation to 
#caringforcommunities



I also made the amendment to the 
bus shelter advertisment



As the new website was under development
I had to go back through the designs again and 
add the url

This will allow people to have a point of reference,
when they see the banners they can have a look 
at the website to get a more in depth understanding
of what service the Rural Health Partnership
provide 



I made then change to the 
banners and listed the website
after the phone number

I kept a line break after the tagline
#caring forcommunities, and ad none
in the contact info section to keep
the relevant information grouped 
together



I then added the url to the bus shelter
design, placing it in the top right with 
the rest of the contact information



Rural Health Partnership

028 30861220
www.rhpsa.org
Wald Centre, Tullynavall Road, Cullyhanna, Newry, B350PURHP

Rural Health Partnership

028 30861220
www.rhpsa.org
Wald Centre, Tullynavall Road, Cullyhanna, Newry, B350PURHP

The url was aso added to the footer section of the document templates



I then had to save the documents again in various formats, I could save as 
a pdf straght from Illustrator, but had to use Adobe Acrobat to save the PDF
as a word document. This will make it easier for the partnership to add in 
their own content



I then wanted to begin working on the brand guidelines but this process was delayed a week because I needed work from
Alex that he hadnt yet �nished

I wanted to include the social media templates as they are an important stage of branding and most be kept consistent to 
look professional online



Rural Health Partnership

Logo Variations

Brand Guidlines
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Main logo
For use on web and print
Use against a white background
Can be used on a colourful 
background

White Main logo Variation
For use on web and print
Use against a black background
Can be used on a colourful 
background

Black Logo
For use on web and print
Use against a white background
Can be used on a colourful 
background
Useful for printed documentaion

White Logo
For use on web and print
Use against a black background
Can be used on a colourful 
background

Fot the cover I used the rolling hills and tree to create
a landscape, this will help the document to be easily 
recognisable 

The �rst section details the various logo variations
and decribes when they should be used and what 
coloured backgrounds they are best suited for 

This section was added as the partnership doesnt 
have a graphic designer and this quick guide will
enable them to pick the most appropriate logo for
the situation 



Colours Fonts

#77AC2C
R-119
G-172
B-44

#EE7522
R-238
G-177
B-34

#EBD917
R-235
G-217
B-23

#4261AB
R-66
G-97
B-171

#782784
R-120
G-39
B-132

#D8106F
R-216
G-16
B-111

InkFree

Open Sans

Open Sans Bold

Cocogoose

Britannic Bold

Used for partnership name, and tagline 
“Rural Health Partnership”
”#caringforcommunities”

Used for body text
If Open Sans is not avalible, use a Sans-Serif font

Used for headings/subheadings
Used for print
https://www.dafont.com/cocogoose.font

Alternative heading/subheading font
Used for print
https://fontsgeek.com/fonts/Britannic-Bold-Regular

Used for subheadings
Used for web and print

Next I presented all the colours used in the logo, and 
provided the HEX code and RGB values for each 
colour. This will allows the Rural Health Partnership to
use the exact same tones each time they use a colour,
having this consistent colour scheme will make their 
products and designs apear more professional

I also added a list of fonts, showing example text for 
each and stating when they should be used , and 
what for (heading,sub heading or body)



Social Media Social Media
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Instagram Facebook

Info
Image

Slogan

Title

Partnership name

Image

Image

Info

Image

Image

Info

Image

Info

Sponsers

I then added in one of each of Alexs templates, three
for Instagram and three for Facebook

Alex had already developed a guide so no further 
text was needed, as it is all laid out visually where all
the elements go (titles,info,images)



Promotional Materials

For use on small print, dont include the 
“Rural Health Partnership”text as it is too hard 
to read. Instead use a heading font such as
Inkfree, or Cocogoose

Any of the logo variations can 
be used against the colours. For
smaller prints use either all black
or white variations as it is easier
to make out from a distance.

Utilise the black logo against lighter 
backgrounds, and the white logo on
darker backgrounds. 

The �nal page shows how the various logos can 
be used on promotional materials, highlighting
when line art variations should be used and if the 
text should be included



All the master �les, mockups and 
alternate formats (pdfs, word etc)
were uploaded to the Deliverables 
folder on basecamp 



Bench Marking-2 Hours
Breif- 5 Hours
Designs for pitch- 15 Hours
Deliverables- 60 Hours
Project Managent- 10 Hours

The time for this project was tracked 
using clockify

Time keeping



The client was mostly responsive
and got back to use fairly quickly

Some peices of information did 
take alot longer to get, such as 
Chris needing text for the website

Other issues such as them wanting
to change the logo to something 
we didnt make did crop up, but 
as a team and with Claires help
we resolved these issues

Client 

We worked well together as a team 
and collaborated on many aspects
of this project. We had e�ective 
communication both online and in
person

We also had some communication 
errors, such as not being sure if we 
should use #careforcommunities or
#caringforcommunities, and Alex 
delayed the Brand Guidelines by 
not uploading his social media 
templates

Team 

I felt I worked well as part of the 
team, and collaborated well with 
others. I used feedback 
constructivly in my work to make 
improvments

I felt I used my time e�ectivley and 
spread the workload out over the 
course of this project, not leaving it 
all until the end 

Individual 

Evaluation




